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niece. O'Shea, having for about twenty years lived on money
obtained from his wife, had by then become, in effect, a blackmailer.
He could have been bought off and divorced for £20,000. But the
will was disputed at law by some other Woods (including Sir Evelyn
Wood); Parnell's own estates were past raising any such sum on; so
the money was not forthcoming, and O'Shea brought his divorce
suit. One result of it was to give him the legal right of custody over
ParnelPs two surviving daughters, who had been born while the
O'Shea coverture lasted. This was a whip-hand which he used
even after ParnelTs death to extort both money and silence from the
widow.
The nine years (1881-90), during which Parnell's relations with
Mrs. O'Shea were unknown to the world at large, were those of his
greatest public influence, though not, in the main, of his greatest
political activity. His haughty reserve and complete refusal to
admit his political colleagues into his private life (it must be remem-
bered that nearly all of them belonged to a different stratum of
society) helped to keep the secret. Sir W. Harcourt as home secretary
was probably the first minister to know that there was a liaison, for
his secret service men watched Parnell constantly; and on 17 May
1882 in reference to Kilmainham he told some colleagues (Gwynn
and Tuckwell, Life of Sir Charles Dilke> i. 445: Dilke's record says
'the cabinet', but on this there are some reasons for doubting its
accuracy) that Mrs. O'Shea was TarnelTs mistress*. In the years
following the Irish leaders who fretted against Parnell's inaction
often attributed it to her influence; and the rage of Biggar and
Healy in February 1886, when Parnell insisted on Captain O'Shea's
being candidate at the Galway by-election, was born of long resent-
ment. Had they read a letter from Mrs. O'Shea to Gladstone in
the previous October (which is preserved in the Gladstone Papers)
offering to him on Parnell's behalf the Irish catholic vote in four
important constituences, if only he would get O'Shea adopted as
liberal candidate for an Ulster seat, they might have been stffl more
indignant. For it shows plainly that O'Shea was using the personal
situation in order to levy from Parnell political blackmail, which
the latter could not choose but pay,
Mr. Barry O'Brien in his classical biography of Parnell has dis-
cussed how far Parnell's long inactivity after Kilmainham, and
again after 1886, was due to the liaison. He points out that there
were two other justifications for it—sound policy, and also the state
of Parnell's health; but he grants that the pleasures of Mrs, O'Shea's
society were a factor. To understand what sort of a factor one
must appreciate the nature of the relation. Mrs. O'Shea was not a
Cleopatra, nor Parnell an Antony. But whereas before 1881 his

